**Flow Selector Features:**
Give nebulizer treatments without disconnecting the humidifier.
Reduces changeover time to seconds.
No more loose tubing laying around.
Eliminates tubing nipple adaptors (it has 2 of its own).
Fits all flowmeters that have DISS male outlet fittings.
Lightweight.
**Note:** Flow is only delivered from one port at a time.

**Flow Selector**
PM1000

**TIMOX Features:**
Automatic timing of oxygen flow as low as .25 lpm.
Unit is easily reset to zero with tip of pen or pencil.
Extremely accurate time measurement with time increments of .1 hours.
Large easy to read time display.
Up to 1999.9 recorded hours of oxygen flow.
Compact, lightweight and durable design.
Field-serviceable battery with an expected life of five years.
Two year warranty on unit excluding battery.

**TIMOX Oxygen Timer**
8050
**Replacement Battery**
8066